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• The aim is to present key results of recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses on outcomes of schizophrenia.
• The included reviews focus on proportion of recovery in schizophrenia and how other clinical and functional outcomes are predicted by family history of psychosis, onset age, and duration of untreated psychosis (DUP).
Table 1

Table 2

RECOVERY
Recovery was defined as improvements in both clinical and social domains
with a two-year good outcome for at least one of the domains. In all studies, a
follow-up of at least two years was required (Jääskeläinen et al. 2013).
We identified 50 studies with data suitable for inclusion. The median
proportion (25%–75% quantiles) of patients who met our recovery criteria was
13.5% (8.1%–20.0%) (Table 1).
Recovery proportions did not differ by gender. Proportion of recovered cases
had not increased in recent decades. Countries with poorer economic status
had higher recovery proportions. See Table 2.

PREDICTORS OF CLINICAL AND FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES
14 studies investigated associations between
family history of psychosis and outcomes.
Family history of psychosis was associated
with poor occupational (r=0.17) and global
(r=0.13) outcome (Käkelä et al. 2014).

33 studies investigated associations between
DUP and outcomes. DUP associated with poor
general symptomatic outcome, more severe
positive and negative symptoms, lower
likelihood of remission, poor social
functioning, and poor global outcome
(correlations 0.13–0.18) (Penttilä et al. 2014).

81 studies investigated associations between
onset age and outcomes. Earlier onset age
associated with more hospitalizations, negative
symptoms, relapses, worse social/occupational
functioning, and poorer global outcome
(correlations 0.11–0.17) (Immonen et al. In
press).
Onset age

DUP

Earlier onset and worse outcome
Longer DUP and worse outcome

Lower onset age and worse outcome
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CONCLUSIONS
 Despite major changes in treatment options in recent decades, the proportion of recovered
cases has not increased. Current outcomes are unsatisfactory and their exact mechanisms,
trajectories, and predictors are partly unknown.
 Family history of psychosis has a relatively small but statistically significant negative
effect on the occupational and global outcome.
 Longer duration of untreated psychosis was associated with poorer outcomes.
 Earlier age at onset has a small, but significant negative impact on some of the outcomes.
 Studied predictors, family history, onset age and duration of untreated psychosis, may
correlate with each other and further studies are needed to study their interactions.

